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Sherbourn	  Technologies	  Takes	  Distributed	  Audio	  Amplification	  to	  
New	  Levels	  of	  Flexibility	  and	  Reliability	  with	  Four	  New	  Models	  	  

New	  offerings	  range	  from	  two	  to	  eighteen	  channels	  of	  amplification,	  for	  the	  
utmost	  in	  installation	  flexibility	  

  

INDIANAPOLIS, IN, September 4, 2012 – Sherbourn Technologies, a revered force in 

high-performance, high-value audio/video components for the custom integration 

market, has added four new models to its renowned line of distributed audio amplifiers 

designed for the custom installation market.  

The new products include a space-saving, two-channel flex amp (PA 2-50), a high 

current, two-channel/four zone distribution amp (PA 4Z-75), as well as twelve- and 

eighteen-channel distributed audio amplifiers with extension inputs and output flexibility 

(PA 12-45 and PA 18-45).  



The two larger models, the PA12-45 (pictured 

left) and PA 18-45, are twelve- and eighteen-

channel models, respectively, each delivering 45 

watts per channel at 8 ohms, 65 watts per 

channel at 4 ohms, and have the ability to bridge 

channel pairs for 80 watts of power at 8 ohms. In 

addition to independent inputs for each channel, 

both models also offer two stereo input buses with buffered loop outputs, allowing 

multiple zones to share the same input. The amps can also be powered on via either 

automatic signal sensing, or 12-volt trigger inputs, and rely on massive toroidal power 

supplies to ensure quiet, efficient, reliable operation.  

The amplifiers rely on Sherbourn’s sophisticated protection circuitry to continuously 

monitor each channel for faulty input signals, excessive current or load conditions, or 

ground faults, and disable any offending channels individually to protect both the amp 

and the speakers.  

“Our larger multichannel distributed audio amplifiers are a perfect example of what we 

as a company strive to do: deliver robust, reliable, flexible solutions for even the largest 

custom installations, and not sacrifice sound quality in the process,” said Dan Laufman, 

President, Sherbourn Technologies. “But we also realize that not every installation 

requires twelve or eighteen zones of audiophile-

caliber audio.” 

With that in mind, Sherbourn has also introduced 

the 4Z-75 Two-Channel, Four-Zone Distribution 

Amplifier (pictured left), a sophisticated and 

compact amp perfectly designed for installations 

in which complexity is a more crucial 

consideration than sheer size. The 4Z-75 is an 

elegant solution for delivering the same audio content to as many as four stereo zones, 

delivering 75 watts per channel into even the most difficult loads. Unlike systems that 

rely on smaller separate amplifiers, the 4Z-75 can deliver full output power even when 



powering a mix of speakers with different impedances, as long as the total load for all 

four outputs is 2 ohms or higher for each stereo channel. 

For smaller, less complicated installations—or 

for those starting small, with the potential for 

future growth—the new PA 2-250 (pictured left) 

is an incredibly compact, stereo flex amplifier, 

delivering 50 watts per channel into 8 ohms, or 2 

x 75 watts into 4 ohms, all from a sublime little 

chassis measuring only one half rack width. It 

offers two manual or audio-switched stereo 

inputs, a loop output for expansion, IR and RS-232 remote control, digital volume 

control, and output terminals for two sets of speakers. A 2RU rack faceplate is also 

available, allowing two PA 2-250s to be mounted side-by-side. 

As with all Sherbourn products, all four new amplifiers carry a 10-year warranty, and are 

available through authorized Sherbourn dealers. Pricing is as follows: 

PA 18-45: $1,299 

PA 12-45: $899 

PA 4Z-75: $799 

PA 2-250: $399 
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About Sherbourn Technologies 

Sherbourn Technologies, LLC, headquartered in Nashville, TN, designs, engineers, and produces 
professional-caliber gear specifically for custom installation. With a unique philosophy that eschews price-
point engineering, Sherbourn produces products that easily withstand the rigors of custom installation and 
provide lasting performance to high-end homeowners. All of Sherbourn’s products are covered by a full 
10-year warranty. For more information, visit www.sherbourn.com.  
 
 

 
 
 


